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Restructuring savings
to include other cuts
By DAVID M. PUTNEY
Administration editor
A draft of the four-college plan
released by the restructuring committee earlier this month came up
$80,000 short of its $300,000 goal,
so administrators are considering
slashing unaffected deans' office
budgets by JO percent to make up
the difference.
Figures compiled by The Daily
Eastern News suggest that the fourcoUege plan would generate a maximum savings of $216,943. Terry
Weidner, associate vice president
for academic affairs, said that he
"came up with some numbers that
are about the same" when figuring
out how much the four-college plan
would save.
Weidner said he was able to
reach the announced goal of
$300.000 by figuring in $80,000
which could be cut from the deans'
offices of the Lumpkin College of
Business. the College of Education
and the College of Liberal Arts and

Sciences.

Pendergast, director of children's services for Charleston's
I Assault Counseling Service, discusses the effects of sexual
t on children Wednesday afternoon in the Arcola Room of the
·n Luther King Jr. University Union.
'O

The combined budgets of the
three offices total $785,73 l. About
$80,000 of that is for overhead
costs and the rest goes for salaries.
Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs Barbara Hill said
the 10 percent cuts are part of an
overall move to restructure Eas-

should be reached "several years
down the road.'' Weidner said.
Because Eastern President David
Joms has ruled out layoffs, employees whose jobs are eliminated will
be transferred to departments with
open jobs. or back to the classroom
if they are tenured faculty, he said.
In that case. if transferred
tern's college administration.
The $300,000, though only a employees replace lower-sa1aried
rough estimate, can be achieved employees, most, but not alJ, of the
over the course of the fiscal year, higher paid workers' salaries can be
cut from the budget, Weidner said.
Hill said.
The News' $216,000 figure is If they fill an empty spot, their
based on the assumption that entire salary can be saved.
Becau!.e the consolidation savEastern will realize $423,419 in
immediate savings of all salary ings vary on a employee-byexpenses and office overhead from employee basis, exact figures can't
the three consolidated colleges. be drawn up on paper, Hill said.
Subtracted from that figure is an Regardless of which college conestimated $206,476 in salaries and solidation plan is chosen, her office
overhead expenses for the newly would "try to attain" the $300,000
goal over the course of the fiscal
created colleges' dean's office.
Overhead was estimated at one- year, she said
Lhird the overhead cost of the colEastern President David Joms
leges of Applied Science, Fine said he originally suggested the
Arts, and Health, Physical $300,000 to the CUPB as a rough
Education and Recreation. All fig- estimate of how much Eastern
ures come from the 1992-1993 might save through consolidation.
but he doesn't know if that figure
internal budget
Weidner said that it would be can be reached right away.
Kim Furumo, director of planunrealistic to cry to get $300,000
immediately from the reorganiza- n ing serv ices and a non-voting
CUPB member, said she considered
tion.
It would be "difficult" to save the the number an estimate.
"My understanding is that we
entire salary cost of eliminated jobs
on the short tenn, but the full figure
• Continued on page 2

tudent education follows passage of bill
dent Senate members said
y they will now focus on
· g the student body after the
of a bill placing a new stufee referendum on the spring
· ballot
The referendum asl.s students
er they will approve a new
studem fee for computer tech. Students muM approve new
proposals, according to the sen's constitution.
The new fee increase is only one
of a total $66 fee increase
e. The additional $46, which
not included on the spring balJot,
acompilation of new fees that do
require student approval.
Of the $66, $5 is for the Martin
King Jr. University Union,
is an bike in fees paid to finanaid caused by an increase in
t housing and $60 was proby the Council on University
· g and Budget Of the coun's recommendations, $40 would
to the Student Health Service
$20 to computer technology.
Members said a packet will be
uded with the spring ballot that
students about all the additionincreases for next year. They also
· they intend to have infonna-

eating the students, Neumann said
he would probably vote against the
$20 increase if he viewed it as an
increase he had control over as
opposed to the $46 increase which
he had no control over.
"It would be a small victory for
entry age to 21 and telling how he would try to make
CHRISTINE STARR
me to vote down the $20,'' he said.
Eastern a less tavern-oriented school.
Staff writer
Also at the meeting, senate memCougill said students and community members
ber Bobby Smith took exception to
Incumbent Mayor Wayne Lanman and mayoral have manufactured reports that he is in favor of raiscomments made by Faculty Senate
candidate Roscoe "Dan" Cougill spoke to the ing the entry age to 21.
member Gary Aylesworth and
Student Senate Wednesday on issues such as
He said he plans to provide students with new
Faculty Senate Chairman Ed MarCharleston's legal bar entry age. different alternatives alternatives to the local bars. Some of the alternatives
low regarding the Textbook Rental
to the bar scene and the possibility of creating a city he suggested are coffeehouses. comedy clubs, nonService.
administrator position.
alcoholic establishments and more outdoor recreAylesworth said he thought the
Lanman and Cougill will compete in the city elec- ation facilities.
controversy over textbook rental
tions on April 20. Voters will be a<>ked on the municHe said if the alternative events are eventually
would never subside, it is natural to
ipal ballot next month to elect a mayor and four city successful, he may consider changing the bar entry
associate
the rental system with the
commissioners.
age to21.
idea that students don't read books
Lanman and Cougill were each allowed 20 min"At that point in time we will have a (city) council
and aren't interested in reading.
utes to speak. Senate members spent more time with meeting here with the (students) and ... talk about it,"
Marlow said that was why "we
Cougill, who spent much of his address disputing Cougill said. "If there is a problem (with the change
don't have any books stolen."
reports that he supports raising the 19-year-old bar
"' Continued on page 2
Smith said the reason that the
controversy won't be resolved is
conscience if we had done it in the because the Faculty Senate has to
tion on tables of the residence hall worth of fee increases on the ballot
realize Textbook Rental is not
"I think it was a big railroad honest way."
dining rooms.
going
to be eliminated. He also said
Luke Neumann, speaker of the
An amendment was made to the job," said Tom Puch, one of about
referendum referring students to the three members who voted against senate and a sponsor of the bill, students do have an interest in readthe measure. "If you presented it in said, "1 don't understand any prob- ing and the reason that students
an attached fee increase packet
However, members who oppos- a truthful way, the issue probably lem with the way we 're doing it don't steal books is because "they
ed the bill said the measure was would not have passed. lf you pre- now. I think it's all above the board don't have to pay $300 to $400 to
forced through and that the referen- sent the referendum the way we and done with the true intention of buy their books."
Neumann said, "I'm getting sick
making every student understand
dum currently does not present the did, it'll probably pass.
of
hearing belittling comments
exactly
what
they're
voting
on."
fee increase in an honest light. not"It's better for the school if it
Stressing the importance of edu- from (the Faculty Senate)."
ing there is no mention of the $46 does pac;s. But I'd feel better on my

Charleston mayoral candidates
address Student Senate on issues
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UB Human Potential Presents

Restructuring
• Co11ti11uedfrom page I
would go back and see if the numbers worked." she
said.
The CUPB recommended the college consolidation
as part of $1.6 million in savings that could be reached
by internal budget reallocation.
The four-college plan would combine the colleges of
Fine Arts, Applied Science, and Healrh. Physical
Education and Recreation into an as-of-yet unnamed

fourth college.
The Lumpkin College of Business. the College of
E.ducation and the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
would remain untouched with the exception of the
journalism and speech communication departments
moving from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
to the new college.
The Restructuring Committee will be considering
input from the academic area Thur.iday to formulate a
revised draft of the plan, Hi II said.

Charleston
• Co11ti11uedfrom page I
in the bar entry age), then we will talk about it That
doesn't mean that I have a set plan (to change the bar
entry age)."
Lanman said he is not in favor of changing
Charleston's current legal bar entry age of 19. He said
changing the bar entry age would hurt Charleston economically and may increase underage drinking at private parties.
"I would rather have (drinking) in a conttolled abnosphere," Lanman said. "I am definitely and always
have been in favor of allowing 19- and 20-year- olds to
go into our local establishments."
Lanman and Cougill agreed the search for a new city
administrator was necessary. Lanman announced
Monday appointments to a nine-member committee to
investigate hiring a full -time professional to help the

mayor and city council plan development and tend to
the day-to-day matters of local government.
Lanman said although plans in the past to hire a
Charleston city administrator were not successful
because of salary changes. a city administrator would
be profitable for Charleston.
"Other mayors that I have talked to say that a good
city planner or city administrator pays for him<ielf," he
said.
Cougill said he is in favor of creating a precinct system for Charleston in his administration. adding this
would be more conducive if a voting student member
were elected to the council.
Under his plan, one precinct could consist primarily
of the university and student voters, and students could
elect one of their peers. Cougill said.
Lanman added he is not in favor of a new recycling
program for the city.
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Eastern News
8 oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin,
Homemade Fries, Slaw

$6.95

Want to have somefun and
gain professional experience at the
same time?

5-9 p.m.

IMPORT DRAfT DAY

Become an

All Imports Drafts

Advertising Representative

$1.50

for The Daily Eastern News

Whatney's Red Barrell
Guinness, Harp and
Double Diamond Ale

• Be creative
• Develop relationships
with local business people
•Make money

Cajun Crawflsh,
Gator-on-a-stick

Come to the North Gym in Buzzard Building
to fill out an application.

o!ll~

345-2527

235-1100

(Next to Wal-Mart)
528 West Lincoln
CHARLESTON

(Cross County Mall)
700 Broadway East
MATTOON
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ormer Eastern
president to testify
By JOHN FERAK
Campus editor
Former Eastern President Stan
lives will testify Thursday about
tbe benefits of the Board of
Governors system at the BOG and
Board of Regents joint committee
hearings.
The hearings will take place in
Springfield from 10 a.m. until
noon. Rives will speak from lhe
perspective of a former university
pesident.
The committee has been meetmg for the last three Thursdays to
debate the merits of whether or
not to eliminate lhe two boards.
This Thursday's hearing will be
predominately pro-BOG speakers.
The hearings stem from the
Governor's Task Force on Higher
F.ducation 's recommendation that
lbe BOG and BOR be eliminated
and replaced with boards at each
of the member schools. Sangamon State University would
become part of the University of
Dlinois. Lt. Gov. Bob Kustra and
Anhur Quern, the chairman of the
Jllinois Board of Higher
Education, co-chaired the task
bee.
State Rep. Mike Weaver, RAshmore, is the sponsor of the
lillouse bill that would eliminate
die BOG and BOR.
The BOG oversees Eastern,
Western, Governors State,
Chicago State and Northeastern.
BOR oversees Illinois State,
Northern and Sangamon State.
BOG Chancellor Thomas Lay-

zelJ has said elimination proposals
that establish separate governing
boards would not be a cost-effective measure.
Rives' retirement and its relationship to recent elimination proposals was the topic of many
Democratic members in the committee. They accused Kustra of
carrying out a personal vendetta
for Gov. Jim Edgar, a Charleston
native and Eastern graduate.
"You want to make these massive changes because the president of the governor's hometown
university was asked to leave,"
committee member Mike Curran,
D-Springfield, said at the March
12 meeting.
Word of Rives• retirement was
made public in December of 1991
shortly after he had closed an
unusually long evaluation process
with the board. Rives announced
his retirement as Eastern's president on Jan. 16, 1992.
Curran claimed on March 12
that the BOG had asked Rives to
step down.
Other speakers on the meeting
will include:
• Robert Ruiz, current BOG
chairman.
• Leon Davis, former BOG
chairman who served on the committee from 1973 to 1982.
• Mitch Vogel, president of the
University Professionals of
Illinois, Eastem's teacher's union.
Vogel said he was against the
task force's plan to eliminate the
two boards.

KEVIN KILHOFFER/Assoc. photo editor

Book look
Dustin Cutts, a sophomore pre-pharmacy major searches through various books dealing with various books
dealing with jobs and salaries Wednesday afternoon in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Bookstore.

Six incumbents plan to run in student election
tt

Executive Vice President Amy Jobin,
Fmancial Vice President Ron Carmona. Chief
of Staff Dana Wulff and BOG Representative
Tony Wielt will also leave their posts to graduate.
Bobby Smith and Chad Turner are the only
two elected members of the senate who have
said they plan to seek re-election. Of these
two, only Turner has expressed interest in
seeking an executive seat
Senate members Charles Phillips, Jr., Amy
Compton, Wendy Lee Hausman and Dave
Boland all said they would run in the spring.
Amy Levine refused to comment and Julie
Tizza.rd said she was still undecided. All were
appointed to the Senate in February.
Incumbent Tom Jaminski and appointed

SHERRY SIDWELL
Skxlent government editor

The field of possible incumbent candidates
for the Student Government spring
elections Wednesday, leaving 11 members
who could run for 18 seats and five executive

llllTOWed

~itions.

Of those 11 members, six have said they
plan to run in the April 21 election.
Members Chris Liberatore and Jody Stone
both said they plan not to run again in the
fall. The two join graduating seniors John
Goveia. Tom Puch, Dan Byer, Cash Boyd
and Karie Rice as members who will not seek
re-election.
Student Body President Brian Riordan,

senate members Matt Yegge and April
Gowdy were unavailable for comment
Stone, who is the chairman of che April
elections, said he will not seek re-election
because of a conflict of interest
"Because I am the elections chair, it would
be a conflict of interest for me to also run in
the election. so I am choosing not to return."
Liberatore said she will step down in favor
of her studies.
''I'm a chemistry major and going into my
junior year, I need more time to focus on my
work and do research," Liberatore said.
An informational meeting for anyone interested in entering the spring elections will be
held March 30 in the Neoga Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Stone said any Eastern student may run in
the spring election if he or she has 12 or more
semester hours and a minimum 2.25 grade
point average.
Candidates are also required to live in the
districts they represent during their term.
Districts include on-<:ampus, off-campus and
at-large.
Candidate petitions will be available
immediately following spring break.
To get a petition, students must bring a
valid Eastern ID to the Student Government
office in Room 201 of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. Potential candidates will also receive a copy of the Student
Senate constitution, a copy of the senate
bylaws and a grade release form.

IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT
IN THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER IN OURS.

V fekr'¢>fsHEf

World Co.

Walt Disney World Co. representatives will be on campus to
present an .information session for Undergraduate Students on the
Walt Disney World SUMMER/PALL '93 College Program.

WHEN:
WHERE:

__§_

Thursday, April 1
7:00pm
Union

3 GREAT THINGS TO DO
WITH MY SANDWICHES

Attendance at this presentation is
required to interview for the Summer/
Fall '93 College Program. Interviews
will be held on Friday, April 2. The
folloWing majors are encouraged to
atte nd: SUMMER- Business,
Communication, Recreation/Leisure
Studies, and Hospitality/Restaurant
Mgmt PALL-All majors welcome.

JININIY J<>HN"S
GC>U~ET SUBS
''WE'LL BRING '£.NI TC> Y,A."

Fo r more information
C:Ontact: Placement Center
Phone:
581-2411
C> The Walt Disney Co.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Editor bids farewell to DEN staff
Well, my term as editor in
chief has come to an end and I
can definitely say It has been
AN EXPERIENCE!
My life as the editor in chief
of The Dally £astern News
I
...... Wow! What more could an
'
·~~
aspiring student journalist ask
for? Where else could you find
the most opinionated people
and some of the most concerned students and residents? Evette
Look Ing back over the PiiWJOiiiiliiliiin.__ __
months, I've realized that I've
grown and I can honestly say some of my staff
members have grown also. We have grown In a
way no other college experience will allow us to
grow.
At the lowest point of staff recruitment and
retention, we kept hope. At a time when the university was adjusting to a new president. we
adjusted also. At a time when experience was low.
but wthe desire" was high, we learned and we
taught! We have definitely grown-as journalist
and as people.
I remember beginning my editorship on the brink
of getting a new president; the Panthers Lounge
pictures incident; the alleged hazing allegation
against a sorority of which I am a member: Black
History Month and the annual essay contest;
Women's History and Awareness Month and even,
being the editor In chief when a great speaker such
as Maya Angelou will be addressing this University.
Yes, I have been blessed. I have been blessed
because of the experience, but also because I was
given the Initial opportunity, even when some
.didn't believe I could do It.

•
.

page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
THURSDAY, MARCH 18, 1993

Food service
elrnination leaves
out the students
With the planned elimination of weekend
meals at the Gregg Triad and Pemberton dining halls, the remaining residence hall dining
services will have to incur the students who
normally eat at those dining services on
weekends.
Although food service administrators at
Lincoln/Stevenson/Douglas, Taylor and
Thomas halls said they could easily absorb
the extra students that may come from the
two dining halls, this doesn't negate the
problems this may cause for those students
who normally eat on the weekends at Gregg
Triad and Pemberton Hall.
The Housing Office
- - - - - - - needs to re-evaluate the
decision to close these dining halls and take
in consideration the needs approximately
549 students who use the service. Although
this Is not a life-threatening situation and the
needs of the students may outweigh the
needs of the few.
The Housing Budget Committee, a panel
of student representatives, made the decision to dose the cafeterias after monitoring
their attendance for about one year. Beverly
Sterling, director of dining services, said that
of the 210 residents at Pemberton and 450
students in Gregg Triad, under 50 percent
eat there on the weekend.
Sterling also said an average of about 180
students have eaten at the Triad food servle
for brunch and dinner weekends for the last
couple of months, about an average of 89
students for Saturday dinner, and 100 for
Sunday brunch at Pemberton Hall Dining services. Those figures indicate an extra 549
students will have to go to Lincoln/Stevenson/Douglas, Taylor and Thomas food services.
Sterling said the committee made the
decision to eliminate meals at Pemberton
and Gregg Triad to save money and prevent
from increasing residence halls housing
costs. But the committee has yet to determine how much money would be saved.
Although students are forced to go to
classes in bad weather, they shouldn't have
to be forced to give up eating conveniences
they are paying for.

Imagine this: a black female In charge of a predominately white paper at a predominately white
Institution. Who would have thought? This is a feat
that I accomplished. (And I am the second minority
student in this paper's history to have achieved that
goal).
Of course there were times when I wondered,
just what the hell I was doing here and why I kept
coming back. But quitting would have only solved
the Immediate situation. Besides, I had something
to prove to myself. my co-workers and my peers.
Others before me had done It, so I figured, so can I.
Decisions were made. whether good or bad, an
agreement was reached. We published the paper
everyday and while on the surface. it may have
seemed like students producing a newspaper dally,
but It was more. We structured valuable friendships
and gained mutual respect for each other that will
last throughout our careers. We were apart of the
same gang! team! ballclub! And that makes a significant difference.
Some readers may not understand completely
what I am saying, but I know. my successor, Cassie
Simpson, will soon live what I have just written. But
for her and others to follow, it will become progressively easier.
I'm sure I'll be remembered, If not for my persistent attitude, then for my very BLUNT. sometimes
surprising terms. Either way. I had fun and wish all
of you good luck.
So I like to bid a fond farewell to the big green
gym. my dedicated staffers, my supportive executive and my beautiful little office, from the second
H.N.l.C. in the Daily £astern News' history.
-Evette Pearson is a guest columnist and editor In
chief of The Dally f.dstern News.
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The wrong way always

--..,,._-seems the more reasonable.
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George Moore

Your turn
the city of Los Angeles have
Reader puts call agreed
to accept a I 0 percent pay
cut.
out to the union
and faculty
Educator defends
W. Justin Grady

Dear editor,
Where is my union and my faculty when I needed them7 When we
were about to strike, the union said
administration was overloaded, cut
administration and give to the faculty.
Now, as administration is attempting to make the cuts, the union is
silent and though accepting raises
provided Mfrom within" EIU, the faculty seems to be suffering from
N.l.M.B.Y.
If. as appears on the pages of the
DEN, their department and their
administrators are nec~sary to the
welfare of the university the UPI
and the faculty should stand tall
and offer to take a pay cut. After all,
the-1nemt.ers. of..the- :AfT-Ghapter" In.

Student Activities
colleague
Dear editor,
This letter Is in response to the
letter written by Edet Miles concerning Ms. Ced Brinker of Student
Activities.
What a cheap shot! I have personally known Ceci for over the
past five years and you are not
describing the professional that I
know. I am sorry that your disappointment in not being selected has
clouded your judgment. But, who
are you to pass such harsh judgment on Ced? Have you observed
-bec:.a.t. work? Have. you been here

over the past several years and
seen the long hours and dedication
she has given this university? No?
Then yours is a biased. one-sided
evaluation.
As an educator for over 12 years,
I know that it is Impossible to
please everyone. Cecl knows this all
too well. She will not compromise
the standards of this university or
her office to appease everyone she
meets. It is called being a profes.
sional. Need a dictionary yourself?
Personally. I think your letter
sounds like a sore loser calling
names. It Is a discredit to all of us
here to see such a blatant personal
attack on someone who cares
deeply about the students. Come
talk to me, Edet. I'll explain to you
what it means to be a professional
like my friend Ced. You might learn
something about being a mature
adult. Mature? Get the dictionary
again.
" ..... ..... DlanAS.ln~
__
.,

- _ .... __

__

~
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rchestra to feature children
The Eastern Illinois/Community
hestra will present two chil's concerts Thursday in the
vorak Concert Hall of the

Illinois area will attend the concert About 1,200 children in
grades five th rough eight from
Marshall. Beecher City, CaseyWestfield, Mattoon, Paris and
Charleston schools are expected to
participate in the concert.
The music of Beethoven's
Igmont Overture, Mozart's
Diveitamente and Sibelius's Last
Movement on Second Symphony
will be perfonned at the afternoon

concerts.
The program will also include
performances of the winning original compositions in the Young
Composers Contest.
Mary Ann Bialek, professor in
the music education department,
said Kelly Sortino, 11, and David
Young, 13, will perfonn their original musical compositions.
Sortino of Willow Spring will
perform
"Sounds of the

Imagination." Young of Skokie
will perform "Young Man 's
Fancy."
After the performances. Eastem 's Jazz Band will play Young
Man's Fancy."
The children's concerts have
been given annually since Dvorak
opened in 1973 and for 20 years
have offered a wide spectrum of
aesthetic experiences to thousands
of children.

eath toll rises to 16 in Chicago fire
CHICAGO (AP) - Workers today found
remains in the charred rubble of a resi. hotel, believed to be the 16th victim of
city's worst fire in more than a decade.
fire Chief Stanley Spann said about 14 of the
people registered at the Paxton Hotel when
fire broke out Tuesday were still unaccountfor this morning.
The rear part of the building collapsed during
blai.e, and it was there that part of a body
found this morning, said fire department
!Okesnum Mike Cosgrove. He had no details
said it was believed to be a 16th victim.
It was the most deaths in a Chicago fire since
b 1981, when 19 people died at another
· tial hotel. Five people remained hospitalin critical condition today.
A construction crane was used today to pull
brick walls and remove the charred rubble
Ille hotel, on the city's near north side several
from the downtown Loop.
Rubble was dumped on the street, where
estigators shoveled and poked through it
long, metal-tipped poles.
1t could take four or five days to complete the
authorities said.
"We're going to analyze every scoop of
· (the crane) brings out,·• said Deputy Fire

Chief William Nolan. "It's going to be a Jong,
slow process."
The fire began before dawn Tuesday - possibly ignited by a space heater that a hotel resident said was hooked to two extension cords he
had spliced together. Police said they found the
space heater but not the extension cords.
Flames traveled so quickly up two of three
stairwells in the four-story building that escape
was blocked for dozens of people, said
Cosgrove.
When firefighters arrived, dozens of panicked
residents were gathered at windows or dangled
from them as wind-whipped flames rose 15 feet
above the roof and shot out of windows.
Other victims lay on the ground, some shouting in pain, while firefighters tried to rescue
those still in the building.
"The smoke was so intense, I couldn't see the
flames, and it was driving people out the win-

dows," said resident Minnie Byrd, 45, who was
reading in her third-floor room when she
smelled smoke.
''I thought I had to jump too.
"I was praying real hard. I got one leg out the
side and a fireman said, 'Wait! Wait!' and got
the ladder to me." Some residents tied sheets
together and climbed out of windows.
Others jumped. Two people died soon after
jumping from windows; a third who jumped
died later in a hospital from pelvic and skull
injuries.
The bodies of the remaining victims were
found in the building.
"One woman was in a closet," Nolan said
"People were in hallways. People were still in
bed - they never made it out of bed" Hospitals
treated 20 people - including a firefighter - for
injuries ranging from burns and smoke inhalation to broken bones.
The hotel, built in 1928, met the city fire
code, had fire alarms, and had passed recent
inspections, authorities said. It did not have any
fire escapes.
Single-room hotels in Chicago are not
required to have sprinklers, and the Paxton did
noL Mayor Richard Daley said the city will consider toughening its rules to require them.

wo more suspects indicted in Trade Center bombing
NEW YORK (AP) - Two Palestinian suswere indicted Wednesday on charges
"willfully, knowingly and maliciously"
bed the World Trade Center, killing six
le.
The one-paragraph federal indictment of
ed Salameh, 25, and Nidal Ayyad,
, gave no details about their alleged roles
shed no new light on a motive for the
· g of the world's second-tallest build-

The federal grand jury also didn't mention
suspects, although authorities have said

y hope for more arrests. A published
Wednesday said three suspects may
e fled the country within 48 hours of
h's arrest, but the FBI chief for New
disputed the account.
A third man, Ibrahim Elgabrowny, 42,
indicted on charges including obstrucof justice and fraud. The latter charge
from five phony passports found in
Brooklyn apartment, made out in the
of El Sayyid Nosair, the man acquitted
killing radical Rabbi Meir Kahane but
· g 22 years on related charges.

The FBI searched Elgabrowny's apartment as part of the bombing investigation;
Salameh and Nosair had used the address as
their own.
Salameh, Ayyad and Elgabrowny remain
jailed without bail.
Salameh and Ayyad face life in prison
without parole if convicted; Elgabrowny
faces 17 years.
The Feb. 26 blast, which has shut the
World Trade Center, injured more than 1,000
and did tens of millions of dollars in damage
to the city economy. One of the buildings
will reopen T h ursday when Gov. Mario
Cuomo returns to his 57th floor offices.
Salameh, Ayyad and Nosair worshiped at
a Jersey City, N.J., mosque where fundamentalist Islamic cleric Sheik Omar AbdelRa hm an preached. On Tuesday, a U.S.
immigration judge ruled that the sheik can
be deported from the United States. The cleric, who was acquitted in the assassination of
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat. has been
known to issue fatwas, or death orders,
against what he considers to be infidels
against Islam.

SEARCH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campu s
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)

AbdeJ-Rahman, who has condemned the
trade center bombing, has until March 26 to
appeal the decision.
The Immigration and Naturalization
Service said Abdel-Rahman didn't disclose
in 1991 that he is a polygamist and that he
was convicted of falsifying a check in Egypt
in 1987. Both are grounds for exclusion from
the United States.
The indictments dido 't mention any link
between the bombing suspects and AbdelRahman.
The indictments followed earlier charges
filed against Salameh, an illegal Jordanian
immigrant of Palestinian descent who was
living in Jersey City, N.J., and Ayyad, a
Palestinian-American who lives in
Maplewood, NJ.
Salameh rented the van used to transport
the explosive, while Ayyad is a chemical
engineer capable of building a bomb, authorities said.
Elgabrowny already had been charged
with obstruction of justice for his alleged
assault on two FBI agents carrying a search
warrant for his apartment. The indictment

also charged him with two counts of assault
on a federa1 officer, one of ·obstructittg the
execution of a search warrant, and one of
possession of fraudulent passports.
Nosair faces a conspiracy-to-escape
charge over the passports.
E lgabrowny's lawyer, William Kunstler,
said the government had failed to link his
client to the bombing. He said Elgabrowny's
scuffle with federal agents was "a natural
and spasmodic reaction" to an invasion of
his home.
The Wall Street Journal reported
Wednesday that three other suspects in the
fatal explosion below the building fled the
country within 48 hours of Salameh's arrest.
The paper said the three Arab men. using
false passports, requested the first flight to
anywhere outside North America after finding a flight to Europe was fu lly booked, and
that they got on a flight to South Africa.
But James Fox, the FBI's chief in New
York, said Wednesday: "We have no concrete evidence at this time that anyone associated with the bombing may have fled the
country."

THURSDAY
25¢ Beers

• 1,2 &3 Bedroom
st James Place
Furnished Units
(1 905) s. 12th St. )
• Free Trash & Parking • 1 & 2 Bedroom Units
• Central A.C.
• fully Fur nished
• A. C.
• Dishwasher
• Newly Remodeled
• Microwaves
•Balconies
•Laundry & Parking

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Still Available For Fall

Stu's Presents

call Anytime 348-14 79 For Appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3 :30-5:30 p.m. - M - F

The 2nd Annual Bikini Contest

Thurs., April 1st
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Recovery
Education is best way to limit cult involvement
Editor's note: This is the last in a fourpart series of articles dealing with the tactics of cults and their effect on society and
individuals.

By LAURA DURNELL
Staff writer
Life changes.
No matter what anyone does in a lifetime
that one fact is true. However, for anyone
who has been involved with a cult they
understand that fact twofold.
Life changes for an individual once he or
she has become involved in a cult and life
changes once he or she decides to leave.
Seeing a loved one become involved with a
destructive cult is hard to witness and even
harder to accept. Once one leaves, trying to
help him or her get on with their life may
take a lot patience and love.
Bud Sanders, director of Eastern's counseling center, said when an individual leaves
a cult after being involved over a long period of time, he or she has to relearn how to
cope with life.
Sanders compared leaving a cult to what
an occupational therapist does with a stroke
victim.
Everything has been done for those individuals, Sanders said, and they have to learn
bow to think on their own and do everything
for themselves.
Ron Wohlstein, Eastern professor of sociology, said exiting a cult is a decision that
the cult member has to make for himself or
herself.
Roy Lanham, director of the Newman
Catholic Center, said becoming angry or
violent toward a cult member isn't the way
to solve the problem.
"My response to cults is we need to be
pro-active and not reactive," Lanham said
"If people can see with both eyes open
because you've given the informatio n to
them. then the chartces ·o f them joining a
cult are much slimmer."
Nick Falcetta, a resident assistant in
Weller Hall, said he too believes education

My feeling is that it is better not to get angry. What you
need to do is love them. Don't think they're not salvageable. Don't give up. Co ntinue to try and he lp them .
Robert Hackler
Retired pastor

''

students would learn there were other organizations they could join in order to worship
God. students could pick from a number of
viewpoints.
"I asked if they could step up the contact
they would make with students," Falcetta
said. "The big problem here was that some
of these students weren't getting exposed to
these different organizations and all of these
different theological views.
"In some cases what we had was one set
of theological views that these kids were
being exposed to," Falcena said. "I wanted
students to look at them and then pick which
organization they felt would be best in their
lives."
Lanham said anger will only further
alienate a cult member from the outside
world. He advised that friends and family of
a cult member keep in contact with them
and let them know they are still loved
Robert H ackler, re t ired pastor of
Immanuel Lutheran Church and Student
Center in Charleston, said, "My feeling is
that it is better not to get angry. What you
need to do is love them. Don 't think they're
not salvageable. Don't give up. Continue to
try and help them."
Kevin Cannon, assistant director of housing, said Eastern 's administrative body cannot prevent a student from joining an organization that is suspected of being a cult.
Cannon said Eastern tries to distribute
enough information about cults to educate

is the way to limit cult involvement Falcetta
said getting angry or defiant toward a friend
who has become involved with a cult is not
the proper appr oach to get the message
across.
Instead Falcena, Lanham, Wholstein and
Sanders believe that education is the best
way to increase cult awareness. Last spring
Falcetta said he knew about some
Champaign Church of Christ members living in Weller who were trying to pressure
other residents into joining the church.
The Boston Church of Christ has been
criticized by religious leaders and the media
of using cult-like tactics.
Falcena said he heard from another resident assistant about the problem. He added
he heard of one member crying because she
said she was feeling undue pressure from
church members.
After hearing about the problem, Falcena
became concerned and contacted various
campus Christian organizations, Eastem 's
Housing Office and Student Senate who
hoped they could educate students about
healthy and destructive groups.
Among the campus religious leaders
Falcena contacted was Lanham, who later
gave a speech in Weller Hall about cults.
Lanham outlined what people need to be
aware of and how to understand what constitutes a cult and cult-like behavior.
Falcetta said by contacting the Christian
organizations on campus, he was hoping

students. If the university believes there is a
problem with cults on campus, Cannon said
it wants to educate students because "it is
his choice to join or not to join."
Deprogramming. retraining an individual
to reject patterns of behavior which are
believed unsuitable, is one way a member
can exit a cult, but Wohlstein and Sanden
are critical of this method. Both of thelll
believe that in this instance choice is still
being taken away from the individual
instead of given back.
Sanders defined deprogramming
"forced counseling" and said he believa
that is brainwashing itself. As in joining I
cult. leaving should be a choice as well
Deprogrammers who kidnap a friend
family member from a cult aren't much different from cults kidnapping its members.
"I don't know if we have a right to vi
the law anymore than they have a right
violate the wall," Wohlstein said.
Leaving communication open is the
option friends and loved ones can take
this situation. "It's very difficult to
with them anyway - j ust say, ' hope you'n:
come back to us."'
Wohlstein said the " lovebombing•
method doesn't last forever. Eventually
recruits will have to start recruiting themselves. He said he believes that when ·
happens "it might dawn on you ... that ·
isn't real, it's contrived. You might realim
that this is occupying my whole life. Or
may have kept some friends outside
organization . If those networks are slill
there, you can make those connections still
there."
The Cult Awareness Network advises
concerned individuals need to info
friends and family about cults and what they
represent, encourage schools, colleges. synagogues and churches to arrange cult aw&
ness programs, write members of Congress,
state and local officials about illegal or
unethical activities of destructive groups 1111(
never accept invitations, give money, or jail
any group until it is thoroughly checked
by someone trustworthy.
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Molly Evans, the voice of Eastern, keeps herselfbusy at work in the
Registration Office early Wednesday morning.

Eastem's golden voice, Molly Evans, vocally pioneers the way for higher education

Director of Registration Mike

!story has had its share of gold- who has worked in the office for and many takes to get the mes19 years - hardly considers her sages exactly right.
n voices.
"If you were lucky you could
Harry Caray's raspy shouts work as the voice of the Eastern
gave us "Holy cow!" Ed Touch-Tone system as her big get it right the first time," Evans
McMahon's overwrought gush- break into the world of voice- said. "It was a little difficu lt
in g gave us "H eeeeeere's mail super stardom. In fact, she when you record the u n its.
Because of the context, you
Johnny!" and Frank Sinatra's didn't even audition.
crooning told us to "Start
According to Michael Taylor, wonder what inflection to give
spreading the news."
director of registration , Evans this word.
"I wasn't nervous. I knew I
And then there's Molly obviously had the talent for the
was dealing with a machine and
Evans, Eastern's golden voice role.
"She has a nice crisp voice J )<new if I got it wron~ It could
wh o gave us t h e ph rase
"Welcome to the EJU touch tone that is very clear," he said. be redone. It was kind of fun
"Also, she had been with our simply because it was something
registration system."
Evans is the face-behind-the- office for 18 or 19 years and clifferent."
Evans said she is rarely comvoice that warns students to "be probably will be around for sevpelled to dial up her Periphonic
eral more years."
Evans' "discovery" is the twin to see if its mindless
Tayor:
stuff of Hollywood legends, microchips are minding their
manners, although she does like
but only on a smaller scale.
aware there is a ten minute
"One day my boss said, to hear new messages when
time limit on each call," talks
'When are you going to they are added.
them through some of the
Aside from the boost to
most frightening moments of "S record?' And I went and did
it," she said. "I've been Evans' voice mail career, Touchtheir academic scheduling
and possibly will sternly
around a while and they Tone registration has shown
e think I will be around some noticeable benefits for the
rebukes them if they should
awhile, so they can update registration office, mainly the
forget to press the pound
reduction of the blizzard of
the message.
sign.
h
"It was just part of the paperwork that used to fill the
Jn a way, as voice of
a job, in the category of office. Also students don't have
Eastern's Touch-Tone registo stand in add lines.
'duties as assigned'."
tration system, she has
That doesn't stop students
Evan's computer alters
talked to all 10,000 Eastern
ego is actually a Periphonics from becoming frustrated when
students at one time or
Voice Processing System, a they can't get into a class.
another without leaving her
"That's one of the nice things
a machine that allowed
desk in the registration
office. That's probably
Eastern' s long-silent IBM about Touch-Tone," she said,
enough to qualify her as a
mainframe computer to "We can't hear the angry comcelebrity, except only a
n finally speak, but only using ments the students make. But if
handful of students and staff
i someone like Evan's voice. 1 tell them what they want to
could pick her out of a lineTouch-Tone Registration hear, I don't mind them knowing
up.
allows students to register who I am."
c
But they do know her
The technocrats may rave
their classes by telee for
voice.
phone and hear a computer about time-saving wonders like
"I've answered the phone,
the registration's glorified phone
read-out of their schedule.
and after a few seconds the
Rather than having Evans answering machine, while
student would say, 'Aren 't
C record a different message Orwellian naysayers say the
you the voice on the
r to describe each of the thou- world would be a much better
phone?'" Evans said, laughsands of class sections, place if college students had to
i Computer Services recorded wait in line now and again. In
ing. "Whenever I call around
they recognize my voice.
500 individual phrases any case, Touch-Tone registras over
One of the advisers from the
and words that the comput- tion will probably be around for
p er uses as a vocabulary to years to come with Evans as its
assistance center called me
up and said 'Do you know
piece together sentences, voice.
that you are the voice lady?"'
If so, Clark Gable's "Frankly
said Bill Witsman, director
Evans, a pleasant woman
of information systems and my dear, I don't give a damn"
with close-clipped straight
technical support for can't hold a candle to "Evans'
brown hair, sits among boxes
Computer Services. Even "Please make a selection foland desks in the basement of
so, it still took several hours lowed by a pound sign."
McAfee Gym. Hardly acceptable digs for a big-time
announcer.
But then again, Evans -----1.~
. voice
that is very clear."

1
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• Story By David M. Putney
• Photo by J.A. Winders
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The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day·s Incorrect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad wlll appear in
the next edition.
All dasslfled advertising
M UST meet the 2 p . m.
deadline to appear In the
next day's publlcatlon. Any
ads processed AfTUt 2 p.m.
wlll be published In the foll owlng days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
AfTUt the 2 p.m . deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be bllled.
All Advertising submitted
to The Dally Ea.stem News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised, rejected. or canceled at any time.
The Dally Eastern New s
assumes no llablllty If for any
reason It becomes necessary
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WHY PAY BIG CITY AUTO
RATES? or why risk your apartment being robbed while on
spring break with no renter 's
coverage? Call BILL HALL
Insurance now 345-7023.

~-----3-'1~9
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CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach: swimming. canoeing, archery, tennis.
golf, gymnastics, riflery, archery,
tennis, golf, sports, computers,
camping, cratts, dramatics, OR
riding . Also ki tchen , office ,
maintenance. Salary $1100 or
more plus R&B. Dayna Glasson,
1765 Maple, Nfld., IL 60093.
708-446-2444.
________________ .3/19
Wanted: Female mad wrestling
teams for fun competition. Cash
prizes. Must be 21 to enter. If
interested call 235-4743.
---------------~-3119
Wanted: Males for best buns
contest. Cash prizes. Lots of
fun. Must be 21 to enter Call
235·4743 if Interested.
3/19
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Earn $2,000+/month + world
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean , etc) Holiday,
Summer and Career employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program call 1·206-634-0468 ext.
C5738
4/2

Up to five sublessors needed
for summer in Royal Heights.
Call for more information 3459535. Leave a message please.
--------------~-3119
SUMMER SUBLESSOR '. 1
FEMALE TO SHARE NICE APT.
AIR, CABLE, WASHER/DRYER,
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED WITH
RENT EXCEPT ELECTRICITY.
RENT NEG. 348-0329.
_ _ _ _________3/19

Female sublessors needed intersession/summer for Royal
Heights Apartment. Rent negotiable, call Sue/Janice, 348-5320

Now leasing large 3 bedroom
apartments for summer & 93-94
school year Call 345·3664

----------~·3118

100 FEET FROM BUZZARD.
House for 3-4 persons Call
345-2265
3118
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE GREAT FOR 3-4 PEO·
PLE. 9 MONTH LEASE. FUR·
NISHED. BASIC CABLE PAID,
DISHWASHER , AND GAR·
BAGE DISPOSAL. CALL
YOUNGSTOWN, 345-2363

I

»w

Now leasing for fall : two-bedroom furnished ap artments.
McArthur Manor Apartments
913-917 Fourth St. 345-2231

---------------~517

24 W . Buchanan. Aldo Roma
Apts. 1 bedroom apartments for
1 or 2 persons. Utilities included. 11 1/2 mos. lease. $325 for
1 pe rson or $185 each for 2
persons. Call Jan or Charlotte
345-2113.
Eads Realty
___________________
.517
OLDETOWNE MANAGEMENT
H AS APA RTM ENTS AVAILABLE FOR LEASING 93-94 .
CALL
345-0LDE.
_________________
517
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
PATIOS. BALCONIES. AIR
NINE MONTH LEASE, FROM
$160 PER PERSON APPOINTMENT
345-6000
__________________
.517
For Rent: Available for Summer
and 93-94 school year.
Apartments and Homes, clean ,
modern with some utilities furnished. 1, 2, 3 & 4 bedrooms.
Washers and dryers are available In some of the units. 9, 10,
& 12 month leases are available. 217-345-4494 anytime.
_______ca3/2,4,9, 11,16,18
Available for Summer and 93-94
school year. Apartments and
Homes, clean , modem with some
utilities furnished 1,2,3, & 4 bedrooms. Washers and Dryers are
available in some of the units.
9 ,10, & 12 month leases are
available. Not close to campus.
217-345-4494 anytime.
_____________caTR3/18

Classified Ad Form
Name: ______________________________
Address: ______________ _____________

D

Yes

D

<M

Nice, close to campus , furnished houses for 93-94 school
year. Two people per bedroom,
10 1/2 mo. lease, $175/mo .,
345-3148.
Evenings.
_________________
517

Eastern News

Phone: _ _ _ _ __ Students

foa RENT

-----~-----3129

ACROSS
t --- flower
(potato vine)
t Goofed off the

tee
ti Spring
wildflowers
ti Esprit de corps

--------~412

3 GIRLS FOR NEW APART·
MENT. CALL FOR DETAILS.
ASK FOR JIM. 345-1556
-----------~3119
RENTAL PROPERTY CHAR·
LESTON: 2 & 3 BR UPSTAIRS
APTS. 2 BR. HOUSES AND (1)
EFFICIENCY APT. LEASE &
DEPOSIT REQUIRED! PHONE
345-6011. AFTER 5:30 3459462 ASK FOR LARRY.

---------------~3119

Share quiet spacious older
home summer, fall and spring
1993 . Mature, non-smoker.
$250/mo. inc. utilities. 345-2014
- -- - - - - - - - - - 3129

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL

$1,000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1,000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No Cost.
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO

lust tor calhng

1-800-950-1037, Ext.25
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- "Preas coverage • Bad-mouths

WTW0-2

Cheats
SWlleld
Crime&
"'"9lvnelt

•Galnsin

t Showed delight •Wheat parts

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in adVance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or In bad taste.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00

Picnic drink

M

Check number ______

P.M.

for..,

PtuM Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY
NON-PROAT event. i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clops should be SOOmltlld
to The Daily Eastern News offlC8 by NOON one bualneu day befort . .
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clop by noon Wednesday. (Thursday Is the ~
for Fnday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after...._
WIU NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that IJ
illegible or contains confticting lnformatJOn will not be published.

I I Athenian

Payment:

--

We.

•Always

4t Followers of
fashion , e.g.
ti Turkish hospice
a Temporary
ti MMMOCCCLVll
refuge
+ VII
•Tissue layer
IOLeftover
41 Oxllke antelope
at Guidonlan note a Aromatic wood
n A b - (from
of an E. Indian
the start)
tree
a Hairy wonder • Mythical hewk
• Basketry fiber
It Mature
n Custard dessert UOrganlc
compound
•Star in Cygnus
M Billiard stroke
ao Uke Tithonua

Amount due:$ _ _ __

ITHURSDAY

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Reconciliation Thursday flan
3:30-4:30 at the Newman Chapel.
OASIS LUNCH BUNCH will meet Thursday at noon in McOonakfs ~
to plan our big Aplil events. We need your help. Happy Spring Break!
ROTARACT WEEKLY MEETING will be Thursday at 6 p.m. in Ille
Immanuel Lutheran Church. New members always welcome. Cal 581·
8032 for info.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will have weekly Bible study Thu'9day Ill 7.
p.m. in the Neoga room in the Union. Everyone is welcome to join .. tar
our weekly meeting. Details will be gven about our spring 1993 oonvenlDlt
to be held in Jad<sonville, April 16-18.
GREEK WEEK CHAPTER Overall's meeting will be Thursday at 8 p.m. In:
the Artola-Tuscola room. Make sure you bring your checks for the T-51*11.
GREEK WEEK COloWUNITY Service W1I NOT meet Thursday at 8 p.m.
PHI GAMMA NU will have an active meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. in
Lumpkin 17. Fonnal attire. Bring Bowl-A-Thon money and special~
sheels.
EJU ROTC PAN'TliER Batallion will conduct Squad/Platoon movemart
and training at 1500 hrs Thursday at the Lantz field Archery mound.
Uniform BDU's, field jackets, r;joles.
GREEK WEEK PUBLIC Relations Meebng win be Thursday at 8:15 p.m.
In the Sullivan room of the Union.
HABLE UD. ESPANOL will be Thursday at 12-12:45 p.m. in LS 213. FGr
the Spanish speaking at any level.
S.C.E.C. WILL HAVE a meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. in BB140.
have a guest speaker.
JEWISH YOUTH ORGANIZATION will have a meeting Thursday at 7 p.m.
1n the Taylor Hall lobby. Everyone is welcome. For more Information cal
581-2306.
E1U JUGGLING CLUB will have open juggling Thursday at 6-8 p.m. llt
Lantz Fieldhouse. Leam to juggle or ride a unicycle.
GREEK WEEK GREEK Sing meeting will be Thursday at 8 p.m. In . .
Glenn Williams room. Manda1cly. Please have a COfJY of music rd cmtume ideas. Hyou cannot attend call Chad or Cabe

comedy. with 31
Across
eo Type of type

Cyma - (a

Person accepting ad _____Compositor _ _ ____

OCheck

_ _ __ _ ____,ha-00

musical

•Fiah dish

Expiration code (office use only)_____________

OCash

-------------~412
Need
a place to live? Read Ille
Dally Eastern News Classifiedal

MZiegfeld

Under Classification of:____________________

no. words/days

-------------~3131

3 females needed to share 2
bedroom house on 11th St. 9394 school year. $120 mo. + utilities. Call 581 ·5837

M Part of U.S.N.A.

n Corrupt

No

-----·~----4~

AVAILABLE 1ST TIME . 9TH &
GRANT. TOWNHOUSE APT.
FOR 5 PEOPLE. 345·5022.

.517
93-94, 3 BEDROOM HOUSES'.
1022, 1036, 2ND WASHER/
DRYER. GARAGE. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. CALL 348-5032
4/2
SUMMER ONLY. 3-5 BEDROOM HOUSES: 1806 11TH,
1036 2ND, 314 POLK, $500/600
SUMMER CALL 348-5032

St See 59 Across
a Tiger Hall of

•

AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER/
FALL: LARGE ONE BEDROOM
PARTIALLY FURNISHED APT
$300/MO WATER AND TRASH
INCLUDED. 348-0205
4/2
FOUR BEDROOM APT $650
PER MONTH PLUS LOW UTIL·
ITIES . FIVE BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS . WASHER AND
DRYER PARKING 234-4831

Night Coull
~

BemgSelwd?

Mo¥ie

Tiwlysome4lwlg

Cheats
Sluds

GJ Diary

Heart ol Courage

:wan

lock Up
Movie

SnafOld
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avericks beat Magic
or fifth win of season
DALLAS (AP) - The Dallas
cricks avoided matching the

the team went 9-73, still stand
alone with 20 consecutive losses.

single-season losing streak in

The overall record losing streak is

Legler, who was the leading

A history Wednesday night,
· Orlando 102-96 for their
victory in 20 games.
ookie Jim Jackson scored 17
and Tim Legler had all 11 of
points in the fourth quarter for
Mavericks, who continued their
m of winning one game in
month this season. In compila 5-57 record that threatens the
record-worst season of 9-73,
has won on Nov. 14. Dec.
Jan. 19. Feb. 5 and March 17.
The 1972-73 Philadelphia 76er.;,

24 consecutive defeats by Cleveland over two seasons.
Shaquille O'Neal had 21 points
and 12 rebounds for the Magic, but
he didn't score in the fourth quarter.
Orlando only had three field goals
in the fourth period when Dallas
rallied from a 73-69 deficit.
Donald Hodge's three-point play
gave Dallas a 96-93 lead with 22
seconds to play. then O'Neal fumbled a pass out of bounds. Mike
luzzolino, Jackson and Legler each
hit two free throws to cany Dallas

scorer in the CBA for Omaha with
27 points per game. put the Mavs
ahead 75-74 with 9:49 to play.
Philadelphia lost 20 consecutive
games from Jan. 9-Feb. 11 in 1973,
while Cleveland's record of 24
losses over two seasons went from
March 19-Nov. 5. 1982.
Dallas played without guard
Derek- Harper and forwards Randy
White and Doug Smith. all out with
injuries.
There were l 7 .502 fans in
Reunion Arena.

to its first victory since Feb. 5, 105104 over Indiana.

9

Utah downs Detroit
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) Karl Malone scored 22 points
and John Stockton had 16 points
and 12 assists as the Utah Jazz
defeated Detroit I 04-80 Wednesday night, matching the Pistons'
lowest point total of the season.
Isiah Thomas scored 14 points
and Dennis Rodman had 12
points and 14 rebounds for
Detroit. which lost 82-80 to
Minnesota on Nov. 28.
Leading just I 0-9 midway
through the first quarter, the Jazz
took control with a 20-7 run for a
30-16 advantage with 10:59 left
in the second period.
Gerald Glass closed the
Pistons to 32-22 with 9:21
remaining in the half. but that
was the closest they got the rest

of the way.
Utah OUt'iCOrcd Detroit 16-6 in
the next 6:46 to lead 50-28, the
largest margin of the first half. It
was 53-36 at halftime, led by
Malone's 15 points, and Detroit
shot just 31.8 percent in the first
two periods.
Jeff Malone finished with 14
points for Utah, which held the
Pistons to 36.5 percent shooting
for the game.
Joe Dumars, averaging 3 l.8
points in his previous five games,
was held to nine on 4-for-13
shooting.
He hit two straight jumpers to
pull the Pistons to 59-44 in the
third quarter, but Utah scored the
next eight points to regain command.

LASSIFIED ADVERDSING'
LOST &. fOOND
TEA ANO MOTORCYBATTERIES $7.95 ANO
FREE TESTS. 1519
N 345·8658 (VOLT)
_ _ caTR5/7

~u-as_a_
r -=-2~5.~console-$175.

o: receiver, turntable ,
era-$75. 1981 Chevrolet
u station wagon $750 .
tor? 345-4426
...,...-...,--...,.-...,.--,.....-~517
llllverfgold wedding ring• Man' s silver Bulova
watch $225. Woman·s
fur coat-$100. Trade
845-4426
517
~R:=".0::-:1-::0--:-A~LT::-:E:-::A::-::N..,-,A'""T'"""IVc:-:ESRGENICS, ICOPAO, HOT
, TWIN LABS, WEIDER.
SAL. DIET AIDS, STIM·
NTS. FREE CATALOG.
ICAL ATTRACTIONS. 1•
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~e--=-s=TA_N
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__l_N-:
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3129
LO
..,.........
FT
___. FIT

DORM ROOM. $80 OBO.
19

iio----::~--=---=-=-~3/18
ve for sale: $40; single
e wlAM/FM radio "Box•
.... $15. 581-3434
iP-----:-----,,...-~3118
one topping pizza only
• 348·1626. Just Askl
3118

~o'"=e'='R-=s=--=a,.,,u""'1R""E~E:-:LE=-=c=TRI c

ITAR (LIKE NEW) ; ALSO
CRATE

AMP

(NEW
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H $500, SHAFER'S 345·

HURS

DAY
fvW{J-118 tWJ
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I I ANNouNcf.Moos. I I ANNouNaMtN1S I I ANNouNcf.Moos I I ANNOtlNC£M£N1S I

Found: s ingle key in Eastern
parking lot across from Wesley
Methodist Church. Claim at
Student Publications office, 127
Buzzard
-=-- - - , , - - - : - - - -3118
Found: Set of Dodge car keys
near Carman Hall. To claim,
come to Student Publications
business office in Buzzard.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _3118

Domino's Pizza: Just Ask
Special, Large one topping
$5.50. 348-1626
:----:--=------...,.-3
. /18
KRISTA SETTLES Congrats on
being named 1993 Ms. E.1.U.
we knew you could do it. Love,
your best friends .

I ANN011NC1111N1S I

Congratulations to Alpha Sigma
Tau Scholars of the Week,
Christina Roemer, and Amy
Patton . Great job! Tau love,
your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3118

FUND RAISER: We're looking
for a top fraternity, sorority, or
student organization that would
like to make $500 - $1,500 for
one week marketing project
right on campus. Must be organized and hard working. Call 1800-592-2121 ext. 308.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca315,31 , 4/9
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS:
TOKENS ANNOUNCES NO
LIMIT CHECK CASHING UNTIL
SPRING BREAK. MUST HAVE
TWO IDs. LOOK FOR OUR
FILM PROCESSING SPECIALS
AFTER BREAK.
----- -3118
15 TANS FOR $30. FIT FOR
LIFE 345·1556, 618 JACKSON
AVE ON THE TOWN SQUARE.
-- -_ _ _3119
DON'T MISS OUT. Sign up now
for SPORTS and the MEDIA.
JOU 3950: special Topics to be
offered 8-10 a .m . in 5 week
summer session. Call #: 1581 .
Instructor: Howard Price
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _3118

~--------,--=----3118

C .T.
"Don't
Feed
the
Plants"-J.D M.
_ _ _ _ _ __ __.:3118

Domino's Pizza Killer DealLarge one topping pizza, only
$5.50. 348-1626. Just Ask
_ __ __ _ _ _ _3/18
ZIPPITY DO DA, ZIPPITY DAY,
ORDER JOEY'S AND DON'T
DELAY. SPRING BREAK IS
ONLY A FEW DAYS AWAY, ZIP·
PITY DO DA, ZIPPITY DAVI
JOEY'S 345-2466
_ __ __ _ _ _ _.3119
Lonely? Call Tele-Matel Dating
service lor all ages. $10 first
month, free recorded message
gives details. 234-4166
ca3117-19, 30-31
RE-ELECT
BILL
HALLCHARLESTON TOWNSHIP
CLERK.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3130
Hey Lambda Chis , Have an
incredible time on spring
break!!! rn see you all when we
get back! Love ya, Sandi
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.:3118

lvin and Hobbes

TO ALL EIU STUDENTS. HAVE
A SAFE, BUT FUN SPRING
BREAK!I LOVE, THE ASAS
_ _ _ _ _.3/18
AST Active ol the Week:
Kristine Stranheim, your sisters
appreciate your hard work. Tau
love, your sisters
=-- - - - - = - - --3/18
To the Men of Sigma Nu: We
had a great time celebrating St
Patty's Day with you! We're still
seeing green. Love, the Ladies
of
Sigma.
_Phi
_ Sigma
___
_ _ __.:3118
Phl-Sigs: Thanks for the Great
St. Patrick's Day party. The
Leprechauns of Sigma Nu.
_ __ 3118
Jim, South Carolina Is going to
be GREAT... il we ever get there!
Love "ya", Karesa
-=-,,..-::-=--::--:--:----3118
MARIE SPENCE: Happy 21st
Birthday. You're an old woman
now, so hve it up at Disneyland.
Love, your roommates!
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _.3118
ALPHA PHIS WOULD LIKE TO
WISH EVERYONE A SAFE
SPRING BREAK '93. HAVE
FUN IN THE SUNI
-3/18
To the Men of Sigma Pi: Thanks
for the great function! May the
luck of the Irish be with you
always! Love, the Ladies of
Alpha Phi
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.:3118
To all those Delta Zetas who
entertained Andi while she was
here, thank you for all your help.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.:3118

by Bill Watterson
LETS j\JST lEt>.~£
nl~"t l't.\ \)CN£ .

DIANNE BROWN OF DELTA
ZETA CONGRATS ON BEING
ELECTED VICE PRESIDENT
OF YOUR EXECUTIVE COUNCIL. LOVE, YOUR LONG LOST
KID-SCOTT
-3118
DAVE VISKA. We hope that you
have a SUPER spring break.
You ' re the GREATEST!! Love
the ladies of Delta Zeta
..,..-:---=-=-- ____3118
ASAs, KDRs and Lambda Chis.
Thanks for the Great Function
We had a "SHAMROCKIN"
good time. Love the Delta Zetas
3118
Alpha Phis thanks for a great
time at your Parents Weekend.
(Elvis who??) Have a great
spring break. Love Robb
_ _ _ _.3118
SNUGGLE BUNNY: I am really
looking forward to spending
Spring Break with you (Jeep
rides, Grady's , Schooner' s.
Basketball). Maybe we can go
golfing or do some initiating this
weekend! I LOVE YOU (for
infinity)!
YOUR
LITTLE
PUNKIN.

The Women of Delta Zeta would
like to wish all Eastern students
a very safe and memorable
spring break.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/18
Terry Grove and Jenny
Janowski: Have a great time in
Panama Cltyl Love, your kid.
- - - -3118
STUDENT LEADERS: Give a
grad a break, return your lead·
ershlp survey. Happy Spring
Break!!
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _3118
DEANA ANTONELLI : CON·
GRATULATIONS ON BEING
CHOSEN AS THE NEW PIKE
DREAMGIRLI WE ARE LOOK·
ING FORWARD TO A GREAT
YEAR WITH YOUI LOVE-THE
MEN OF Pl KAPPA ALPHA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3119
BETH MINARIK: Put all your
worries behind you because
tonight Is your night to celebrate! Happy 22nd Birthday.
Luv, Kns and Melissa
~--------·3118
Let The Dally Eastern News
Classifieds work lor you . . .
place an ad today!
_ __ _ __ _ _ha-00

IMPAiiVE VOi.fir
~~

..,

CASH STOCK

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!

If

The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00

...

~

"The 1 for St is available to any non-commeroal individual who wishes to
sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). Al Items must be pnced •

Name:
Address:

Phone:

Oates to run

Message:

(one word per line)

- ,_
Under ClasslflC8tJon of:
Expiration code (office use only)
No words/days

Person.accepting ad
Compositor
Amount due:S
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Women's Mid-Con champ
falls to Georgetown 76-74
WASHINGTON (AP) - Leni Wilson scored a
career-high 30 points, including a pair of free
throws with one second left, to give Georgetown
a 76-74 victory over Northern Illinois in the
opening round of the NCAA women's tournament
Wednesday night.
Wilson was sent to the line by referee Ralph
South, who called a foul on NIU's Cindy Connor
75 feet away from the Georgetown basket.
Wilson had rebounded a missed NIU free
throw and was protecung the ball wich her elbows
as the clock ran down. She swung around and
bumped Connor with an elbow, sending the
defender to the floor and drawing a whistle from
the official.
Wilson. who also had 13 rebounds, sank both

shots to send Georgetown 10 a second round
meeting with Penn State.
Channonique StaJlworth had tied the game for
NIU by hitting the firs t of two free t hrows.
Stallworth hit 3 of 4 from the line down the
stretch for the Huskies, who had trailed 74-69
with 3:52 left.
NIU had led by as many as eight points in the
opening half. which saw the lead change hands
six times and ended in a 37-37 tie.
There were eight more lead changes in the second half, and the score was tied 17 times in the
game.
E.C. Hill led Northern Illinois with 14 points.
Nadira Ricks scored 18 points for Georgetown,
and Kris Witfill added 17.

TRY OUR DAILY
SPECIALS!
r-----------------------,r-----------------------,

!

50¢ OFF

:I

ANY SANDWICH

!! cmCKEN BREAST
::II

SANDWICH

: (EXCEPT JK. ROAST ~EF) ::
I
I

l

Lll'lfU

I
I
I
I

Offer valld through 4-.).93.
Umlt 4 per coupon.
Not valkl "Ith other coupons. offers or

:

promotional discounts

II
II
::
II
11
11

The state's hopes in the
NCAA Tournament rest with
Southern lllino1s staging an epic
upset against No. I 0 Duke and
On Thursday 10 Rosemont,
m., the Salukis go up against the
two-time defending champion
Blue Devils.
Ashraf Amaya. who leads
Southern Illinois with 16.7
points and 11 rebounds a game,
said he smiled when he heard
the news that Duke was the

opponent.
"IL might be the upset of the
century,·• Amaya said at a news
conference Wednesday night. "I
wasn't disappointed at all.
"It's a chance to prove ourselves. I see it as a good challenge," said Amaya, the nation's
14th best rebounder.
Coach Rich Herrin seemed
most upset at getting only 250
tickets for the Rosemont game.
"We could have had 3,000 to

4,000 people here. Alumni support is very great for us in the
Chicago area." he said. "We're
happy to play in Chicago. We
expect a sellout and usually a
crowd pulls for the underdog."
Herrin coached former NBA
star Doug Collins at Benton
High School in Southern Illinois
and now faces a Duke team that
includes Collins' son. Chris.
llhno1s' 1992 Mr. Basketball.
By t he Associated Press

Henson looks to stop Harris
On Thursday in Salt Lake City, Lou Henson's
Fighting Illini must find a way stop Lucious
Harris. who has scored more than 30 points five
times this season.
"Harris is a lot like ( I ndiana's) Ca lbert
Cheaney. He can score from the outside or post
up. He's shooting 52 percent and he's very
good" from 3-point territory, Henson said.
"In years past we had a defensive stopper. We
don't have anyone like that this season. Harris
will be a problem." The job of defending Harris
on Thursday goes mainly to Illinois' Richard
Keene and T.J. Wheeler.
The 6-5 Harris is the Big West's all-time lead-

ing scorer. He hit 36 in Saturday's 79-77 Big
West semifinal win that knocked Nevada-Las
Vegas out of the NCAA playoffs.
"He's plays like a pro in a college uniform."
said Fullerton State coach Brad Holland.
Long Beach State coach Seth Greenberg said
he expects Harris to go between high in this summer's NBA draft.
"He breaks people down with his dribble, and
he's strong defensively. He's patient offensively
and he helps others get field goals. He's only taking about 14 shots per game," he said.

By the Associated Press

Happy Birthday

Juanita Franken

$2 OFF Large Pizza
With a Quart of Coke
Only At

Jerry's Pizza
SCENT OF A WOMN4 (R) 7;15

345-2844

345-2844

e fil!

Ll!l!Jf 4

11

Offer valid lhtouQh 4·3-93.
Umil 4 per coupon.
Not valkl "Ith other coupons. offers or

::

promotional discounts

L----------------- - ----- ~ L----------------------- ~
r-----------------------,
r-----------------------,
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l TRIPLE CHEESE MELT : :

Underdog Salukis prepared
to do battle with Blue Devils

$I

I

SUB

::

$ J .99

!'

II

I

U MrT 4

I
I

Offer ' 'alkl through +3-93 .
Umit 4 per coupon.
Not valid "Ith olh~r coupons. offers or

I

5REGULAK
ROAST BEEF
FOK$5

promollonal discounts.

:

1

LIJlllT '2 Of'RRS
Offer valid through

4~93
"

I

Not valid with other CO\•pons. ouers or

1

prornol.lonal dl'ICounls

L -----------------------~

TASTE THE ARBY'S

-----------------------

Di,fference!

31 O Lincoln Ave. • '5harleston

348-5144
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THE ROAD TO NEW ORLEANS
Experts, amateurs make Final 4 selections
FINAL FOUR PICKS

I
'

~

Wm

Arizona

Michigan

Arizona

MIDWEST

MIDWEST

MIDWEST

MIDWEST

Indiana

Indiana

Indiana

Kansas

~

~

Cincinnati

KEITH fARROLL

North Carolina
SOUTHEAST

SOUTHEAST

SoUTHEAST

Wake Forest

Wake Forest

CHAMPION: MICHIGAN

RYAN GtUSTI

DoN0'8RtEN

CHAMPION: NORTH CAROLINA

Seton Hall

RICK SAMUELS

Staff writer

Men's basketball coach

CHAMPION: NORTH CAROLINA

w.m

WEST

CHAMPION: ARIZONA

Wm

WEST

Michigan

Vanderbilt

Michigan

Georgia Tech

MIDWEST

MIDWEST

MIDWEST

MIDWEST

Indiana

Duke

Indiana

Indiana

EAil

~

EAST

EAST

North Carolina

North Carolina

Arkansas

UMass

SOUTHEAST

SOUTHEAST

SOUTHEAST

SOUTHEAST

Seton Hall

Kentucky

Kentucky

Men's basketball player

BARBARA HILKE

Women's basketball coach

CHAMPION: INDIANA

Mother's.
*
QB's
* $1 50 Pitchers
* $1 Bottles

KAREN MCCAA
Women's basketball player

Kentucky

DAVE ICIOWEU

Sports Information Director

CHAMPION: INDIANA

CHAMPION: INDIANA

CHAMPION: DUKE

Open tonight!

JOC Dogs

North Carolina

Kentucky

Assoc. Sports Editor

CURTIS LEIB

~

EAST

North Carolina

SOUTHEAST

Sports editor

r

Will

WEST

Michigan

TOPPEI&'M P I Z Z A
•

•

offers

"..£.."t°t8'c~

o:r -th.e F::reeb::le8"

~·
~t:.

25CJalapeno Sausage

,

348-5454
Buy any Pizza and get

• Free first topping
• Free thick crust
•Free extra sauce
• Free pepperoncini

Small- $~;
two for

e

99

$6. 98

Medium· $~;
two for

Additional Toppings 7!i¢

All Specials - Just Ask

99

$8. 98

Large· $~i

Additional Toppings $1.00

Prices don't include tax

two for

99

::)10.98

Additional Toppings $1.25

Limited Time - Call Now!!

Congratulations to the
~

THIRSTY'S
THURSDAY BEER BASH

LONG NECK'S

~~~~· 50¢

DRAFTS-- ------------ --25¢
1ooz PITCHERS-(Not the Little SO's) ($1.75)

~~

1993 Spring

Initiates of the

~

~~

Honorary Order of Omega
Chad Bandy
Lil
Colleen Murphy A<I>
Kevin Dwyer
L<l>E Michelle Sabin
<l>BX
Mitch Gibson
AXA Kevin St. Angel TIKA
Dave Loebach
&:<I> Sondra Svatos
LK
Jennifer Meder Ar~ Craig Tafel
L<l>E
New Honorary Member: President Jorns
New Honorary Member: Lou Hencken, Acting Vice
President for Student Affairs

'

,,

Upsets are a way of life for Murry
ized be bad the opportunity to wint
all from the first match of the moming.
Just call him "Mr. Upset."
"Did the win surprise me? Yes
Rich Murry pulled off the upset and no," said Murry. ··1 knew I
of the NCAA West Regional, as the could do it and my family knew I
junior came from the No. 4 seed to could do iL, it was just a matter fl.
win the regional title at 177 pounds getting motivated to do it
and guarantee hlmsel fa berth at this
..Down here you 're more on yes
weekend's national championships. own and have to deal with younef
Then again, upsets have been a way on how you feel. You have to moliof life for Murry.
vate your~elf to want to succeed.
'Tve always been overlooked by No one helps do it for you. I decidsomebody and ended up with the ed that I wanted to win."
worst seeds I could get since junior
Panthers' wrestling coach Ra1J*
high school," said Murry. "I've McCausland also said that he was
always managed to step up though not at all surprised by Murry's win.
and beat the top guy when I had to. saying that he knew Murry had die
I just did that again here."
capability to go with the best ri
IL has been a long season for them.
Murry, who came into the regional
"Rich just put himself in a situawith only an 18-13 record after tion early in the year, transfenina
joining the team late in December. in, and was a little behind in bis
Still, he realized that after he had level of training;· said McCausland
upset No. I seeded Jerry Garretson "Then he had a couple of tou
of Marquette in the semifinals he matches that knocked him down iD
would be national tournament the seedings.
bound.
"He was completely focused oa
"That semifinal match seemed what he needed to do to win that
more like the finals to me than the regional and then did precisely wlut
finals did." said Murry. "Here I was he had to. If he can do that again •
going up against the top seed and 1 nationals, he could surprise a few
knew I had a chance if I wrestled as people there as well."
well as J am capable of. Once I got
And surprise people is what
by him, I really felt like I was going Murry hopes to do, looking to gee
to win it all.
not only a couple of wins out ill
"It felt real nice to get the win Iowa, but snare a pair of pins.
because I just wasn't very pleased
''The odds are that I'm not going
with the way the season had been to make it to the finals, but I feel
ANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Staff Photographer going to that point. Up until the like I can still get a couple of wiDI;
match with Garretson, I just didn't More than winning two matches, I
Rich Murry is declared the champion of the 177 pound weight class at the NCAA West Wrestling Regional
feel like I was wrestling Lo the level want two pins.
on March 6 in lAntz Gym. He will compete in the NCAA National Championships this weekend.
1 was capable of."
"I'm real optimistic. I've never
About the only people not sur- been expected to do well, but wbm
prised by the upset were Murry and the time comes, I usually rise to lbe
his family, who both said they real- occasion."

By JEFF GLADE

Staff writer

Turley more than just a
pitcher to Lady Panthers
By RYAN GIUSTI
Associate sports editor

it was last season for Turley. Toward
the end of last year, Turley suffered
an injury to her shoulder and could
nOt pitch.
"I couldn ·t do every day things
without some pain," Turley said. "I
was thinkin~ Tm never going to be
able to pitch again....
But Turley quickly recovered and
after a six-month rest from pitching.
she resumed her work on the mound.
According to Perine, she is getting
close to last season's form.
"She's still limited to the number
of pitches she can throw," Perine
said. "But for not having pitched in
five to six months. she is pitching

On a cold, windy Chicago day in
April of last year, Coli Turley pitched
her way into the Eastern record books
by firing a no-hitter against DePiiul
It was just one of the more memora b le moments in her season that
ended by being named to the Gateway
All-Conference team. She finished
second in the conference in earned run
average and held batters to a .209
average.
But there is a lot more to the junior
from Peoria.
In addition to being one of the
Eastern softball team's top pitchers,
great...
Turley is the starting second baseman
Another change from last year will
and will be the Panthers' team captain
be in the ball.The NCAA has
this year.
changed the type of softballs to a new
"Coli will always be on the field
yellow ball with raised red seams. ln
for us either pitching or playing secColi Turley
addition, the ball has a harder core
ond," coach Beth Perine said. "She's a very taJented than the older balls and makes the ball more lively.
player and a team leader on defense.··
The games that have already been played this year
Turley will be in her third season as a Panther. after have had a significant increase in offensive production.
hitting .242 with one home run and 16 runs batted in
·'You can grip it better and throw it harder," Turley
last year. This season she got off to a slow start, going said, "but hitters can see it better."
hitless in the Missouri Tournament March 6 and 7. But
Last year on the mound Turley posted a 1.33 earned
Turley said she is not worried about her individual run average and won six games. She yielded only 111
statistics as long as the team wins.
hits in her 142 innings of work So far this season she
"I just hope to be a consistent hitter," Turley said. is 0-2 with 4.77 ERA.
"Whether or not I get the most hits (on the team)
"The stats are going to be different this year than
they were last year," Perine said. "Last year you would
doesn't matter, I just want to be the most consistent."
Perine said Turley has the ability Lo be the team's only get five or six bits a game, home runs were rare
leading hitter.
and a good pitcher had an ERA under one. This year
"I expect her to improve a lot at the plate," Perine that's all going LO change with the new ball. Evaluation
said. "I think she can lead the team in most offensive can not come from comparing the stats.
categories."
"More people are going to get more hits and more
Pitching wilJ be a much different story this year than people are going to get longer hits."

